110th UMAMI Memorial Symposium:
Past, Present, Future

Sunday, Mar 18 8:00 AM - 2 hours 40 minutes
Room 218, Ernest N. Morial Convention Center

History of umami research on scientific literature
Shin-Ichi, Fukuoka, Ph.D.
Professor, Asayama Gakuin University, Japan

Key research in umami science
Gary Beauchamp, Ph.D.
Emeritus director & President, Monell Chemical Senses Center, USA

Beyond taste
Does umami contribute to healthier life?
Hisayuki Uneyama, Ph.D.
Executive Professional Ajinomoto Co., Inc.

Umami in the United States
A history of Americans came to fear MSG but love umami
Sarah Lohman, MS, Author of Eight Flavours

Creation of global umami network through science communication
Kumiko Ninomiya, Ph.D.
Director of Umami Information Center, Japan
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